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                                                                 Part 1 

Section A 

(i) (a)War is Kind  by Stephen Crane 

(b)soldiers  in the battle field 

   They are fighting for an unachievable task/Though the war is glorified it brings   

much disaster 

(c)irony/critical/sarcastic 

 Meaninglessness of war/horror of war/futility of war 

(ii) (a)The Clown’s Wife by Johnson Agard 

(b)The clown to himself 

(c)How clown highlights the caring nature of his wife 

       (iii)       (a)The Nightingale and the Rose by Oscar Wilde 

                    (b)she –philosophy 

                         he  - power 

                         personification 

                      (c)romantic/ability to sacrifice/she is a true lover/admires true love 

(iv)(a)The Lumber Room by Saki/H.H.Munro 

      (b)she –aunt 

           Forbidden paradise –gooseberry garden 

     (c)To prevent Nicholas entering the gooseberry garden 

          hypocritical/unimaginative/authoritative/insensitive 

(v)   (a)Twilight of a Crane by Yu Zuwa Junji Kinoshita /Kinoshita 

         (b)we –Yohyo and Tsu 



              Not to weave senba ori anymore 

        (c)Tsu honestly loves Yohyo/trustworthy/genuine love 

            Yohyo is pretending/ingenuine/deceiving Tsu 

(vi)  (a)The Bear by Anton Chekhov 

        (b)Luka to Popova 

        (c)impolite/indecent/intruding/rude 

 

Section B 

(a) (i)King Edward Tudor speaks here.He speaks about Tom Canty. 

(ii)Because Tom Canty had ruled the country and treated people well without being  

     harsh and cruel, during his absence in the palace. 

       (iii)(a)to receive King’s donation /compensation/bonus/gift 

(b)low/vulgar/immoral/mean-factors/lots 

             (iv) The speaker Edward Tudor as the king is very kind hearted, gentle and a royal king  

            Having merciful attitudes towards people with a just ruling where as the former king  

           Henry was very cruel, harsh, imposing very severe punishments on people and it was not 

            just  ruling. 

           The reasons affected for Edward’s kind kingship is due to his experience and exposure  

            to the activities of common mass,learning their hardships,drawbacks of the prevailing  

            systems. 

 

(b) (i)When Ambika’s father officially handover half of the dowry to Jagan’s father. 

           At Jagan’s  house 

(ii)According to the Hindu tradition and culture, female is bound to handover dowry.So  

     Ambika’s father did it. 

              (iii)(a) depreciate /condemn/disapprove 

(b)urge/press/demand 



             (iv) society has a dowry system /It’s given as a respect to the male party/It provides  

                   Security to the bride. 

 

    (c)  (i) The narrator of the story/The narrator’s thoughts 

   The narrator has  returned to Depanama after carrying ration books and Tony 

   The narrator becomes sick due to a tedious journey on foot from Depanama to 

    Egodawatta.He is bed –ridden for some days.So Tony loses his companionship. 

 

   (ii)because the room was so small and the narrator was blazing with fever. 

                (iii) (a) drowned/wet thoroughly 

  (b) next to /adjoining/close by/neighbouring 

                (iv) The narrator has a loving , caring and affectionate relationship with Tony.But his  

                    parents do not have the same concern for the dog because they don’t have enough 

                   space to bring up a dog. 

 

       

 


